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My Heart Is Broken Too 
32 count, 4 wall, intermediate level 

Choreographer: Josefin "Jojjo" Blomkvist (Sweden) 
July 2007 

Choreographed to: Still In Love by No Angels  
(112 bpm) 

 
32 count intro 
This is a 2 wall linedance but with the restarts it's going to be a 4 wall 
 
Section 1 side, together, forward, lock-shuffle, rock 
1-2 step Rf to R side, step Lf beside R 
3 step Rf forward 
4&5 step Lf forward, lock Rf behind L, step Lf forward 
6-7 rock Rf forward, recover on Lf, turn ¼ turn to R 
 
Section 2 shuffle-turn, cross, back, turn, chasse, rocks 
8&1 step Rf to R side, step Lf beside R, turn ¼ turn to R and step Rf forward 
2-3 sweep Lf backwards to forward and cross Lf over R, step Rf back, turn ¼ turn to L 
4&5 step Lf to L side, step Rf beside L, step Lf to L side 
6&7& turn 1/8 turn to L, rock Rf forward, recover on Lf, rock Rf backwards, recover on Lf 
Restart one time: 4th wall (face 6:00) 
 
Section 3 rock, big step, behind, side, forward, lock-shuffle, step-turn 
8&1 rock Rf forward, recover on Lf, take a big step backwards with Rf 
2&3 cross Lf behind R, turn 1/8 turn to R and step Rf to R side, step Lf forward 
4&5 step Rf forward, lock Lf behind R, step Rf forward 
6-7 step Lf forward, turn ½ turn to R and step Rf forward 
 
Section 4 lock-shuffle, sweep-turn, touch, forward x2, turn 
8&1 step Lf forward, lock Rf behind L, step Lf forward 
2-3 sweep Rf from backwards to forward as same as you turn ½ turn to L 
4 touch Rf forward 
Restart three times: 2nd wall (face 9:00), 6th wall (face 3:00), 9th wall (face 6:00) 
5-6 step Rf forward, step Lf forward 
7-8 turn a slowly turn a ¼ to R 
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